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THE DREDGING DILEMMA: HOW NOT TO BALANCE ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

Robert A. Kagan

University of California, Berkeley*

For months, huge modern ships, hired to carry containers of

clothes and consumer electronics from Asia to American stores and to

return to Japan with California fruit and cotton, have been unable to

sail fully laden into Oakland, a major West Coast port. The ships must

drop some of their cargo in Los Angeles, and even then must wait at

Oakland for high tide to flow into San Francisco Bay. The reason is that

the Port of Oakland has been unable to make its harbor deep enough. For

the last several years the powerful dredging machines that in a short

time could deepen the harbor have stood idle, waiting for legal

permission to proceed, A seemingly endless series of lawsuits and

regulatory delays have blocked any authoritative decision about where

the dredged sediments, some of which may contain potentially toxic

chemical wastes, can be deposited without risking harm to aquatic

habitats and human health.

Under the best of institutional arrangements, it is not easy to

reconcile the imperatives of economic efficiency and environmental

protection. The Port of Oakland's dredging dilemma, however, suggests

Support for research and writing this paper was generously provided by
the University of California Pacific Rim Foundation, the Center for the
Study of Law and Society at U.C. Berkeley, and the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, CA.



that the legal and political institutions currently employed in the

United States provide a woefully unreliable and wasteful way of making

those difficult decisions. This paper tries to explain why.

I

THE GENERAL PROBLEM: COOPERATIVE OR CONTENTIOUS REGULATION

According to many estimates, the rate at which plant and animal

species are passing into extinction has now reached one of its historic

peaks. This time, unlike the mass extinctions that occurred at intervals

tens of millions of years ago, the causes are not massive changes in sea

levels, or asteroidal collisions that raised giant dust storms, or

glacial sheets that spread over entire continents. This time the culprit

is man, with his seemingly insatiable appetite for more cities, wood,

agricultural land, parking lots, and cheap waste disposal sites.

As natural habitats are destroyed, the interdependent life-cycles

of many species are disrupted, rippling out through tightly linked

ecological patterns. Fewer sea otters mean unchecked growth of the sea

urchins on which they feed, which in turn devour kelp beds, without

which certain fish species die, threatening the food supply for seals

and eagles (Roush,1989: 10)). Over-forested land erodes, clogging

distant streams with silt. As irrigation systems drain fertilizer and

organic wastes into streams, lakes become choked with algae, killing

other forms of aquatic and bird life. Abandoned factory and storage

sites contaminated with chemical residues cannot be safely used, it is

feared, by a new set of human tenants.



In virtually every industrialized nation, popular and elite

concern about environmental protection has intensified in recent years.

Governments have responded by passing new laws, funding new regulatory

agencies, and requiring new methods of decision-making about

development, such as ex ante circulation and discussion of detailed

environmental impact statements.

Rarely has the goal been to block all development, of course. Most

people still aspire toward the higher standards of comfort and health

that economic development can help buy. They don't want highway builders

to pour concrete swaths through any woodland or poor neighborhood that

lies in the path from Here to There. They don't want factories to

continue to dump their wastes, untreated, into the nearest slough. On

the other hand, most people still desire the mobility and more

affordable products that new highways and factories can bring. The

commonly-supported goal, accordingly, has been to keep the golden goose

growing and laying eggs, but without fouling its nest. The task of

political systems has been to devise decision-making institutions and

methods that strike some kind of sensible balance between heedless

economic development and complete environmental (and economic) stasis.

Each political system has tended to pick out its own institutional

path in this regard. When viewed in comparative perspective, however,

the regulatory methods employed in the United States tend to be rather

distinctive. In contrast to Northern European countries, for example,

environmental, health and safety regulation in the U.S. often appears to

be uniquely legalistic and adversarial (Badaracco, 1985; Brickman et al,

1985; Coppock, 1985; Vogel, 1986). American statutes and regulations

usually are more detailed and stringent. The regulatory process is
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pervaded by lawyers and legal briefs, by adversarial conflicts over the

adequacy of scientific studies, and by tlrae-consvunlng judicial review of

agency decisions.^ Enforcement more often Is legalistic and punitive,

generating higher levels of political and legal resistance.

Environmental regulation In the U.S. does not always take this

conflict-ridden path. Sometimes a more cooperative pattern of regulatory

policy-making and enforcement develops (Kagan, 1989; Sussklnd & McMahon,

1985)). But a legalistic and adversarial regulatory style is made

possible, and perhaps positively encouraged, by an Institutional system

that reflects a deep-seated mistrust of government. The Founding

Fathers' concept of fragmenting power, reflected in both the federal and

state Constitutions, is replicated in modern regulatory structure.

Local governments seek to protect their own regulatoiry powers from

federal pre-emption, resulting in a multiplicity of agencies, each of

whose jurisdictions, obligations and procedures are carefully delineated

by law. Because regulators are deemed excessively deferential either to

business interests or to environmental ideologues (depending on who is

doing the mistrusting), regulatory power must be closely confined by

legal rules, enforceable by adversary procedures, and subject to

judicial review. Agency decisions must be based on legally-defensible

evidence and reports. Closed-door negotiations are strictly prohibited.

Advocacy groups and affected governmental agencies as well as regulated

entities must be granted rights to present arguments in open regulatory

In 1984, the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency estimated that more than 80% of EPA's rules are challenged in
court, and that handling litigation over rules consumed, each year,
about 75 person-years of governmental lawyers' time and 75 person-years
from EPA program offices (Susskind & McMahon, 1985:134).



decision-making processes and to subject the agency's responses to

judicial scrutiny (see Shapiro,1988).

The resulting welter of complex, formal procedures offer

innumerable opportunities for environmental advocates, regulated

entities, and governmental regulatory officials to use legal arguments

or the threat of time-consuming and costly litigation to bolster their

bargaining position. Usually, the mere threat of litigation is enough to

compel a settlement, but one whose terms are distorted by the threat.

This adversarial bargaining doesn't always occur. But the possibility

almost always exists (Kagan, 1988).

Of course, legal contentiousness, when it occurs, does not

necessarily yield bad results. Environmental strictures typically are

extremely costly. Industrial and developmental interests are subject to

great economic temptations to minimize risks, evade rules, and prevent

the expensive delays that would be compelled by careful research

concerning potential environmental hazards. To use the terminology of

game theory, when one player in a prisoner's dilemma (the regulated

entity) is strongly tempted to "defect" rather than to cooperate, it may

take specific legal rules, rigorously enforced, to compel him to comply

(see Scholz, 1984).

On the other hand, legal compulsion by regulatory officials or

advocacy groups exacerbates the prisoner's dilemma. By rejecting the

possibility of a cooperative solution, legalistic regulatory action and

the mistrust that underlies it can breed costly legal and political

resistance on the part of regulated entities, prompting in turn still

greater suspiciousness and legalism on the part of regulators and

advocacy groups. (Bardach & Kagan, 1982: Ch.4). Each side bolsters its
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bargaining stance by taking extreme positions, countering with

procedural ploys and legal maneuvers of its own.

The legal battles may drive the antagonists to some form of

settlement, but only at the price of much delay and expense. As in the

prisoner's dilemma, the final legal outcome, even if it produces a

compromise that is acceptable to both sides, may be worse for both

players than an initially consensual process would have provided. And

not infrequently, politically and legally contentious regulatory

processes simply favor the politically stronger party or the one with

the capacity to invoke delay-causing legal procedures, rather than

producing a socially optimal outcome.

Consequently, it seems important to develop a deeper understanding

of the institutions, rules and circumstances that lead to cooperative

regulatory decision-making rather than its adversarial and legalistic

cousin, and to explore more fully the characteristics and consequences

of contention-encouraging regulatory institutions. It is in that spirit

that this case study is offered.



II

THE SPECIFIC PROBLEM: SEAPORTS AND SEA-LIFE

In the last two decades, increasing international trade volumes

and larger ships have generated powerful pressures for seaport

development. The dramatic technological shift to containerization of

cargo requires new docks with extensive yard space in which containers

can be stored j.nd shuttled about. As the links between urban ports,

railheads and interstate highways have become clogged with traffic,

shipping interests have called for new docks located nearer to highways

and rail yards or for docks large enough to encompass rail facilities.

Port authorities, hungry for land but backed up against crowded urban

neighborhoods, often have used landfill to build new docks extending

further into the harbor. Similarly, ports are pressured to dredge deeper

harbor channels and dock areas to accommodate ever-larger, more

efficient ships.

On the other hand, dredging and landfill operations raise

significant environmental concerns. Dredging and disposal of dredged

harbor-floor sediments often destroy aquatic and wetland habitats and

disrupt valuable fisheries. New docks displace other harbor uses,

recreational or commercial, or despoil scenic waterfront vistas. Dredge

and fill operations may stir up or relocate chemical wastes embedded in

the sediment in rivers and urban bays, threatening water quality and

human health.

For all these reasons, during the late 1960s and early 1970s,

important environmental protection and land use laws were enacted, at

all levels of government. Together, their thrust has been to ensure that



appropriate weight will be accorded environmental values in planning

dredging projects. To port officials and many academic analysts,

however, the legal structure, while purporting to strike a balance

between economic development and environmental protection, has not

worked well, and has tilted the process too strongly against port

development.

In 1985, an expert committee assembled by the National Research

Council expressed concern about the failure of American seaports to

adapt readily to the growing worldwide trend toward larger ships. Larger

ships yielded lower operating costs per ton of cargo, but also required

deeper harbors. Larger containerships needed more than 35 feet; coal and

grain carriers more than 50, petroleum tankers more than 70.^ In other

®3.ritime countries, the NRG panel noted, major ports were busily

deepening their harbors to handle these large ships and the even larger

ones expected in the future. Few American ports, however, offered

channels and docks deeper than 40 feet, and many could barely handle a

35 foot draft vessel.

Most importantly, American ports seemed bogged down in their

expansion plans. Extraordinarily long lead times -- often over 20 years

-- were required to obtain funding for and commence major harbor

dredging projects. "The institutional decision making process for port

dredging," the National Research Council report lamented, "is complex,

cumbersome, unpredictable, and fragmented, "leaving the nation ill-

3
. In 1982, the largest containerships had already reached 52,000 tons,

900 feet in length and had drafts of 43 feet. The largest dry-bulk
carriers, for coal and grains, were over 1000 feet, with drafts of 67
feet. The largest petroleum tankers were 1500 feet and had drafts of 81
feet (DOT, 1985:18).
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prepared to quickly generate additional port capacity to meet

fluctuating demands, shifts in trade patterns, and changing ship

technology (National Research Council, 1985:3, 77). Environmental

controls had become so strict and the consequent cost of disposing of

dredged material had become so high that Port of Seattle's director of

environmental management seriously asked, "Is there life for the

dredging industry after the Puget Sound Plan?" (Aggerholm, 1989:100)

Currently, Los Angeles cannot accommodate 100,000 dwt coal

carriers, although a large window of commercial opportunity seems to be

opening for the export of American coal to Japan, provided that the

transport can be arranged at the optimum efficiency afforded by very

large coal ships and loading systems. That, in turn, would require

dredge and fill operations in Los Angeles harbor, deepening the channel

and using dredged material to create a new coal terminal. Plans for

doing so, although broached by port officials some years ago, remain

bogged down.

Even more frustratingly, as noted earlier, American President

Lines state-of-the-art C-10 containerships cannot sail into or out of

the Port of Oakland fully loaded, or at low tide. The problem has not

been lack of foresight. In 1972, port officials sought approval and

funding to deepen the Inner Harbor channel from 35 to 42 feet. Finally,

in early 1987, Congress appropriated funds for dredging and the Army

Corps of Engineers (the agency in charge of dredging permits) pronounced

the plan environmentally acceptable. But for almost three years, a

series of lawsuits and regulatory problems have stymied efforts to find

an acceptable place to deposit the sediment to be dredged from the

harbor floor. By January 1990, the dredging still had not begun. APL's
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ships calling in Oakland must forego an additional 8000 tons of export

cargo that fully-loaded ships could handle. Representatives of other

major shipping lines that call in Oakland are described by Port

officials as "frantic for more water" or "frothing at the mouth" because

their ships are virtually scraping bottom (Salzano, 1989:12).

Why is this happening? The reasons lie primarily in political

process for funding port expansion products and in the fragmented,

legalistic system for environmental regulation of dredging, disposal,

and landfill operations. Before discussing those institutional systems,

however, it will be helpful to take two brief overviews, first of the

transportation revolution that generates the demand and the supportive

argximents for port expansion, and secondly, of the environmental harms

that port expansion often engenders.

A. SEAPORTS AND THE TRANSPORTATION REVOLUTION

In the last two decades, the American cargo transportation system

has undergone a dramatic transformation, sharply reducing the cost and

increasing the speed and reliability of trans-oceanic, trans-continental

shipments. These changes were encouraged by federal deregulation, in

varying degrees, of the railroad, trucking and ocean shipping

industries. Deregulation, by encouraging competition and innovation,

stimulated reduced transport costs and enhanced service, which in turn

stimulated higher trade volumes.

Technologically, the transportation revolution has been manifested

in :

* much larger, faster, fuel-efficient ocean-going ships
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* automated methods of cargo handling in ports and train-yards,

including larger conveyors for bulk commodities, roll-

on/roll-off ships for motor vehicles, and container-handling

cranes and mobile carriers

specialized, "double-stack' trans-continental container-carrying

railcars and trains

^ electronic, computerized systems for interchange of documents

and information at each stage in the complicated process of

transferring cargo and custody from one transportation mode

to another.

Organizationally, the transportation revolution has produced

"intermodalism" -- the movement of cargo from the shipper's door to a

foreign consignee's loading dock via several modes of transportation,

but in a single container, passed from one mode to another without

repacking, under one contract. Sometimes this service, which vests

responsibility for speed, efficiency and reliability in one enterprise,

is performed by new multi-modal companies, formed by mergers or joint

ventures of ocean shipping, stevedoring, railroad, and trucking

companies. Sometimes it is performed by new kinds of entities -- non-

vessel-operating carriers, or freight forwarding companies that

subcontract carriage to a shifting combination of ocean shippers,

railroad and trucking companies.

In consequence, transportation costs, and hence the delivered

costs of many trans-oceanic products, have dropped sharply. Here are

some specific indicators:

* In the last decade, annual shipboard labor costs per trans-

Pacific cargo container have been halved.
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^ A 40 foot container of shirts (individually tagged, hanging on

racks, arranged by color and size) now can be shipped in 12

days from Hong Kong to Los Angeles for $2000, no more than

two or three percent of the value of the merchandise, or a

few cents per garment.

* In the early 1960s, U.S. West Coast ports employed, on the

average, almost one man-hour of dock labor to load or unload

one ton of cargo. In 1985, it took less than a tenth of an

hour. Aided by container-handling equipment, one

longshoreman, in effect, did the work of ten.

* General cargo ships, in consequence, spent less than 40 percent

of their time in port, as compared to over 70 percent before

containerization, and thus each year could make many more

trips and carry more cargo. Stevedoring costs and wharfage

fees have been cut in half, declining to approximately 16

percent of total trans-oceanic shipping costs.

* Between 1981, when railroad deregulation took effect and 1988,

rates for transporting grain declined by 40 percent, in

constant dollars. Double-stack container-carrying railcars

reduced rail shipping costs, according to a widely-cited

figure, by 40 percent. The container of shirts from Hong

Kong, after arriving in Los Angeles twelve days after its

departure, can be transferred to a container train in one

day and arrive in New Jersey in five more, ready to be

trucked to the retailer's loading ramp. For finished goods

headed from Japan or Korea to the American East Coast, the

Panama Canal is obsolete.
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^ After deregulation, as the number of interstate trucking firms

grew dramatically, average truckload rates for large

shippers declined by 25 percent in real terms.

* Using electronic data interchange (EDI) systems, a shipper's

agent can electronically obtain a quotation, confirm a

schedule, and transmit the necessary shipping document

directly from her computer keyboard to the ocean carrier's

computer, all in a couple of minutes, as compared to a half

hour in a "paper" system. The carrier's computer also will

enable consignees to track the progress of shipments, making

it possible for them to treat the trans -oceanic, trans

continental intermodal flow of containers as a moving

inventory pipeline.

The truly important social benefits of the transportation

revolution go far beyond direct reduction in transport costs. What

matters most is the dramatic condensation of the commercial world. Local

monopolies and established enterprises face enhanced competition from

distant sources, stimulating productivity and innovation. String beans

from Senegal and peaches from Australia, transported by refrigerated

container, appear on supermarket shelves in Amsterdam and Chicago, while

Osaka residents eat fresh California oranges. Toyotas are assembled in

Kentucky with parts shipped across the Pacific in containers timed to

arrive "just-in-time" via double-stack dedicated unit trains.

Efficient coastal seaports are a vital link in this flow of

cheaper, more varied goods and competitive stimuli. Huge amounts of

capital have been invested in specialized containerships, railcars, and

thousands of containers. For a large containership, operating and
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capital costs and port charges reach $50,000 a day. Delay in port,

therefore, is very costly indeed. In addition, delays drag a ship off-

schedule. Arriving late at its next port of call, it may miss the next

outbound container-train. And the Toyota factory in Kentucky may have to

shut down its assembly line for lack of parts. Put another way, the

transportation system has become more tightly coupled;, hence any

inefficiency in port has far-reaching ramifications.

Ocean carriers and railroads, operating within a more competitive

regime, aggressively seek the most efficient seaports. Port authorities,

accordingly, have been thrust into fierce entrepreneurial competition,

each striving to provide better harbor services, deeper channels, wider

turning circles, smoother inland connections and rail access, stronger

cranes, and more storage space. The demand for deeper harbors and new

dock areas, therefore, is part of a continuing effort to keep the

transportation revolution and the economic benefits it has made possible

moving forward.

B. ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS AND METHODS OF DECISION-MAKING

In part, the long lead times required for dredging coastal ports

and constructing new docks reflects the rising world-wide concern about

environmental protection. Two or three decades ago, seas and harbors

were an unpoliced commons, used as a free disposal site for sewage

sludge and garbage. Sand and sediment dredged from the harbor floor was

simply barged out to deep water or to a nearby landfill site and

unceremoniously dumped. Regulatory officials and environmentalists

concerned about marine habitats, water quality, and alternative uses of

the harbor area had little input into port expansion decisions.
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Today, however, numerous legal provisions seek to protect the

commons. Some establish water quality and effluent disposal standards.

Others seek to protect fisheries, marine habitats, and coastal wetlands.

The laws designate special watchmen for the seas and harbors and

marshes. Regulatory officials and private environmental advocacy

organizations are guaranteed notice and the right to participate in the

formulation of plans affecting the harbor. Increasingly, both agencies

and advocacy groups have the scientific expertise and resources to mount

plausible challenges to governmental developmental decisions. The staffs

of major port authorities now include environmental engineers, marine

biologists, and experts in water quality.

There remain, however, significant environmental issues. Ports

typically impinge on relatively shallow, ecologically important aquatic

environments, rich in marine life. These niches often are imperilled by

dredging operations, which stir up the bed of the river or bay,

sometimes increasing circulation of chemical wastes embedded in the

sediment;4 those potentially toxic particles, if consumed by aquatic

organisms, can find their way into larger species and enter the human

food chain.

When dredged material is dumped in the ocean or the far reaches of

the harbor it can disrupt marine habitats, disturb commercial fisheries,

and reduce shellfish harvests. When dredged material is used to create

landfill for new docks or storage areas, it changes water currents and

. According to one Army Corps of Engineers report, 3 percent of the
material dredged from harbor bottoms is highly contaminated, and 30
percent of mainentance dredging material is contaminated in some degree.
Contaminants include cadmium, mercury, lead, pesticides, PCBs and other
synthetic organic substances.
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often has adverse effects on aquatic and bird life in nearby (or

filled-in) marshy areas. (National Research Council, 1985:Ch.9

summarizes the evidence). Dredge and fill operations directly affect the

human environment as well: many people want to use harbor shores for

recreation, parks, marinas, restaurants, or hotels, rather than for

unattractive new port facilities that fence ordinary citizens away from

the waterfront. (Hershman, ed. 1988)

Decisions to expand ports, moreover, are virtually irreversible,

at least for long periods of time. In all major industrialized nations,

therefore, political demands for careful forethought, sensitive to all

affected interests, have intensified. Port planning processes, in

consequence, tend to be stretched out. More research is done ^on

hydraulic and environmental effects. More groups are consulted. The

process has become more "comprehensively rational" or "synoptic", both

in principle and in practice: before taking action, decisionmakers seek

to identify a variety of options and alternatives and to obtain

information enabling them to assess the costs and benefits of each.

For these reasons -- reasons that are intrinsic^ one might say, to

the nature of dredging, landfill-operations, and port expansion

decisions -- the time consumed by port dredging and expansion decisions

has grown in Japan, Hong Kong, and Rotterdam as well as in the U.S. But

in the U.S., the process is further complicated and delayed by

''extrinsic*^ factors, particularly the laws and governmental structures

that shape the decision process.

The most efficient way of dealing with environmental problems and

advocacy groups ,it would seem, might be for port planning officials,

ideally at a higher governmental level than the individual port, to hold
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a series of meetings with local sponsors of the port expansion, relevant

environmental agencies and interested private groups. Port planners

would commission, disclose and discuss relevant research concerning

possible environmental harms. Finally, they would choose the most

satisfactory (or least unsatisfactory ) alternative, and attempt to

build consensus around it, but backed by the power of final decision by

high transportation officials if no consensus can be developed.

Groups concerned about environmental harms associated with

dredging and dumping would be "bought off" with mitigation measures --

restrictions on dredging and disposal that would minimize harm. They

could also be compensated, in money or in kind, for loss of fishing

income or environmental habitats that could not be mitigated at

reasonable cost.^

This scenario, with varying degrees of input from

environmentalists, seems to have characterized governmental decisions to

construct new port islands in Osaka Bay in Japan, at the mouth of the

River Maas downstream from Rotterdam in The Netherlands, and in Hong

Kong.

But in the US, no governmental office seems to have sufficient

authority to arrange definitive, informal negotiations, to make a final

decision concerning the appropriate balance of interests and values, and

to implement the chosen plan. The clash of interests often produces

deadlock. Today's plan is undone tomorrow, in response to a lawsuit

brought by a dissatisfied interest.

. The compensation for lost amenities and ecological habitats could be
in kind, by creation of new parklands, bird sanctuaries and protected
marshes.
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This fragmentation of authority and lack of finality is rooted in

the governmental system both for funding port expansion and for

controlling environmental consequences. To those systems, we now turn.

Ill

THE POLITICAL CHARACTER OF FEDERAL FUNDING DECISIONS

For generations, most funding of harbor dredging and construction

projects was provided by the federal government, pursuant to its

Constitutional jurisdiction over and responsibilities for navigable

waters. Even after a 1986 law calling for cost-sharing with local port

authorities for large-scale channel deepening and construction

projects,6 projects must be approved by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers and funded by Congress.

One might imagine that Congress would produce periodic

appropriations for a responsible agency,such as the Corps of Engineers,

which would then use the funds, in its own discretion (but pursuant to a

legislated set of criteria or guidelines) to rank and complete the e

port projects it judged most important for national trade. Indeed, since

the 1930s Congressional legislation has required the Corps to conduct a

comprehensive cost-benefit analysis for each proposed project,

consulting with local officials, and to rank them according to the

. Pursuant to the Water Resources Development Act of 1986, local
sponsors (state or local port authorities) must finance at least half
the cost of improvements to channel depths in excess of 45 feet, as well
as half the cost of ongoing maintenance dredging of the deepened
channels. For new projects less than 45 feet, local sponsors also must
participate in financing, but on a decreasing ratio. (Murden, 1989:10).
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degree to which the projected economic benefits would exceed projected

costs.

But the actual appropriation process, and even the cost-benefit

analyses conducted by the Corps, remained deeply political. Members of

Congress refused -- and still refuse -- to delegate funding decisions

for particular port projects.^ By insisting on a project by project

appropriations process, members of House and Senate public works

committees can obtain visible benefits for their own electoral districts

or can perform reciprocity-gaining favors for other Members.

Appropriations for navigation (and flood control) projects is

notoriously characterized as "pork barrel politics, wherein funds are

spent on projects that meet localized political demands rather than the

national interest. At least until recently, the cost benefit analyses by

the Corps of Engineers, designed to please the agency's political

overseers, regularly inflated the benefits and underestimated the costs

of recommended projects (Ferejohn, 1974:46, 235).

From the standpoint of port officials eager to deepen their harbor

or build new docks, Congressional micro-control of appropriations has

always meant lengthy delays, compounded by the need to curry favor with

members of Congress (as well as local politicians) at every stage of the

complicated process. No fewer than six political decision-points must be

hurdled:

. In the early 19th Century, when the Corps of Engineers first began
dredging and navigation projects under the General Survey Act, Congress
rejected proposals to established a comprehensive system of port
planning directed by the Corps, preferring to maintain tight
Congressional control over port project approval on a case by case
basis.
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8

(1) Convincing a local Member to sponsor a bill proposing the

project.

(2) Separate Committee on Public Works bills (a) authorizing and

(b) funding a feasibility study by the Corps. [For projects

completed in the 1970s, between steps (a) and (b), four

years elapsed, on the average (NRC, 1986:197)].

(3) A positive Corps of Engineers recommendation, after

consultation with local and state political officials and

O

local hearings. [This took over five years, on average].

This triggered separate hearings and authorization decisions

by the House and Senate Public Works Committees.

(4) A Congressional bill appropriating funds for preconstruction

planning and engineering. [This usually occurred another

year or two after authorization].

(5) Approval by the President's budget office of a budget line

item for construction funds.

(6) A decision by the Appropriations Committee's Subcommittee on

Public Works to appropriate funds for the actual

construction costs. [This occurred, on average, more than

five years after the engineering planning had been funded].

As a leading political analyst of this process wrote:

"The repeated local hearings and extended consultation between the Corps
and local interests allow opponents plenty of opportunity for organizing
opposition groups, for hiring lawyers and engineers to evaluate the
project and delay it, and even for testifying against the project at
hearings before the appropriations committees in Washington... Few
projects are actually 'killed', but most wait in limbo (sometimes for
years) for opposition to die and for their turn to receive
appropriations" (Ferejohn, 1974:22).
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Congressional involvement in each project often extends to very

specific details. Authorization bills specify the length and depth of

the channel to be dredged; each foot of depth and mile of length is

translatable into costs and hence into political currency to be demanded

or traded against other projects. But detailed legislative control in

itself adds to delay, for by the time the project is ripe for final

appropriation, physical and commercial realities in the port may have

changed, and the legislation has to be painstakingly renegotiated.

(National Research Council, 1985:79).

Periodic macro-economic and macro-political pressures can delay

projects further. Much of the delay in Congress is due to competing,

non-transportation-related demands on federal funds; in any year not

enough money is available for all clearly justifiable projects. The

appropriation bill for Oakland's harbor dredging was stalled in 1978

when President Carter, concerned about mounting budget deficits and

Congressional spending, announced a complete moratorium on all

irrigation, flood control, and navigation-related projects. During the

Reagan Administration, executive branch officials questioned the

desirability of funding port projects out of general federal revenues

and suggested recourse to fees imposed on port users, as a more

equitable, rational, less politicized way of funding port expansion. The

plan was not adopted, but the moratorium on federal appropriations

continued until a new law, calling for cost-sharing between local and

0

federal sources, was enacted in 1986.

9
. A nation-wide uniform user fee system was fiercely opposed by ports

with naturally deep water (and their political sponsors), arguing they
would thereby subsidize smaller and shallower ports. Smaller, shallower
ports (and their political sponsors) fiercely opposed locally-set, port-
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Within this process, political factors beyond the control of port

officials matter a great deal. Congress is demonstrably more likely to

approve projects for projects located in districts whose representatives

sit on the Public Works committees, and still more likely to favor those

in the districts of committee chairmen (Ferejohn, 1974:234, 240-42).

Thus major and expensive dredging projects were approved for Los

Angeles's outer harbor and, more recently for Baltimore, because their

Congressional representatives were strategically situated in the House

Committee structure. Oakland, whose Congressman (Ronald Dellums) is not

well-situated in that part of the structure, has faced greater delays

and expenditures.

specific user fees (which would seem more in keeping with economic
efficiency criteria) since the fees would probably be economically
prohibitive -- the estimated range was from $90 a ton in shallow, low
tonnage ports to $0.20 a ton in deep, high tonnage ports - - and would
shut them down, causing economic harm to the community. Disputes raged
as to whether nationwide user fees should be on an ad valorem or on a
tonnage basis -- for that, too, would affect inter-port competitiveness.
And it was suggested that the size of port-specific user fees would
reflect not only , or even primarily, the cost of dredging the
particular harbor but would be influenced by the local port authority's
borrowing capacity and interest rates, which reflected above all the
degree of subsidy each port authority obtained from its state government
(National Research Council, 1986:67-69; Schnapp & Heng, 1983).

The 1986 Water Resources and Development Act reduced the federal
government's dredging subsidy to 90 percent for depths up to 20 feet, 75
percent between 20 and 45 feet, and 50 percent for projects deeper than
45 feet. Ports were precluded from charging user fees against shallow-
draft ships to finance harbor dredging to depths greater than their
ships needed (Hershman, 1988b:107-108).
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IV

environmental REGULATION; LEGALLY-FORCED
analytic perfection

in recent years. «ith .onnting pressures tc cut the £aderal budget
and introduce economic rationality Into federal spending, the cost-
benefit analyses that must performed by the Corps of Engineers to help
evaluate and rank dredging projects have become more rigorous,
that account, also more time-consuming. Kore elaborate studies must be
provided concerning trade patterns and projections, regional and
national economic benefits for ne« port facilities, along »lth
evaluations of alternatives - such as loading or unloading via offshore
anchorages where lightering operations or transfers via pipelines could
occur.

gll this, of course, seems quite rational. But It Is also very
time consuming and expensive. The policy question, as always, la whether
the search for perfect and comprehensive rationality, seeking more
certain Information and aquantitative metric for comparing
alternatives. Is really worth the price, even assuming the search
produces reliable Information rather than Illusory "answers- based on
incomplete but ostensibly "hard" formulae. Some analysts, accordingly,

1-ivitr -- one that relies more
recommend a more modest decision-making strategy

on intuition and compromise, on trlal-and-error feedback, and hence on
incremental policy changes and policy adjustments (Braybrooke B
Lind.blom,1970) .

in principle, Incremental declslonmaklng might be wise for some
M-ons But not for others, where entirely newkinds of dredging operations. But nor
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kinds of port facilities are needed. Major dredging projects on the

Corps of Engineers current work-list are estimated to cost $370 to $500

million. Large-scale port projects, once built, are not easily changed

or converted to other uses on the basis of trial-and-error feedback.

The apparent irreversibility of major harbor deepening projects is

intensified when the public concern becomes not only whether they

represent economically efficient uses of public funds, but whether they

will have irremediably adverse effects on aquatic life, fisheries, and

human health. Thus on top of the demanding and time-consuming economic

analysis now required for dredging proposals, environmental legislation

has added another and even more difficult, time-consuming layer of

comprehensive analysis, designed to commission research on, assess and

minimize a wide variety of potential ecological consequences.

The push for comprehensive impact analysis, as indicated earlier,

is not unique to the United States. What is unique are the institutional

forms employed to ensure it occurs. The primary technique might be

called legalistic forcing: both the substantive considerations to be

attended to and the procedures for doing so are laid down in specific

statutory language. Adherence to these legal requirements is compelled

in two ways:

(1) by assigning specific analytic reponsibilities to a nxomber of

different, specialized administrative agencies, each of

which is expected to give primary consideration to the

values and legal standards articulated in its own

authorizing statute. Through the adversarial clash of

specialized agencies, each, like trial lawyers, zealously
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fighting for its particular set of values, the "truth", it

is assumed, is more likely to be revealed;

(2) by facilitating judicial review, at the behest of

environmental advocacy groups or other local interests, who

can argue in court that an agency failed to fulfill its

statutory duty in the analytical process, that the legally-

prescribed analysis was inadequate, or that procedures

calling for reasoned consideration of affected interests

were not adequately followed.^®

The central legal responsibility and analytic task is assigned by

the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA), enacted in 1969. Under

NEPA, the Corp of Engineers, before issuing a permit for dredging

operations and recommending funding from Congress, must prepare a draft

environmental impact statement (EIS) that assesses all environmental

effects associated with the project, comparing them with the

environmental impacts of possible alternative plans, and recommending

specific measures to prevent or mitigate environmental harms. A draft

EIS must be circulated to all relevant state and federal regulatory

agencies and government bodies, and made available to environmental

advocacy groups. Their comments about the quality of the analysis and

suggestions about alternatives must be taken into account in preparing

the final EIS. In addition, the Water Resource and Development Act of

1986 obligates the Corps to make sure that an environmentally acceptable

. For an analysis of legal doctrinal developments which cast the
courts in the role of watchdogs for comprehensive, synoptic regulatory
decision-making, see Shapiro, 1988.
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disposal site exists before issuing dredging permits for non-Corps
projects.

While this legislation commands the Corps of Engineers to

undertake environmental protection responsibilities, the Corps, in turn,

is regulated by other governmental bodies. The basic assumption
underlying the legislation is this: in ordinary decision processes

concerning development projects, well-organized economic interests and
local political pressures for growth are likely to overwhelm diffusely-
organized environmental interests. (That assumption could be supported
by scores of historical examples, at least for years before 1970 or
so). To ensure that environmental concerns get due consideration,
therefore, designated watchdog agencies, are given a specifically-
designed legal role in the Corps of Engineers' overall analytic process;
in some cases, they have an absolute right to veto environmentally
unacceptable alternatives.

Thus the Corps is obligated to consult with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife service, the legal advocate, under a number of federal

statutes,for migratory birds, marine mammals, threatened and
endangered species, and wildlife preserves that may be adversely
affected by dredge and fill or sediment disposal operations. The Fish
and Wildlife Service must be satisfied, under these statutes, that no
harm will result or that, if harm is inevitable, that appropriate

Among the relevant federal statutes are the Endangered Species A
of'1973, as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq; the Bald
U S.C.666: the Marine Mammal Protection Act J the
seq : the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act 16 u.s^c^661et seq the
MaJiAe Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of ^972 33 U.S.C.l
et seq; the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, 16 U.S.C. /lb.
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nianned (For example, to mitigatemitigation measures have been planne .

disruption of aquatic habitats, expanding ports have used fill material
to create new marshlands, built underwater berms that encourage frsh ^

- A 1and for bird sanctuaries). The Corps is
life, and acquired and donated land for bira

. • a dredeing permit until it has received a
legally precluded from issuing

.-v, r-! ah and Wildlife Service pursuant to the"no jeopardy" opinion from the Fish and Wiidii
Sp.cle. .U .his, of course, requires e«snsius resesrch

concerning Imperfectly mapped underwater biota and imperfectly
understood processes.

Similarly, the permit application must by law be reviewed by the
National Marine Fisheries Service, the statutory juardian for commercia
end recreational fishin, interests.local state Department of
Fish and Oame, as well, must be accorded the risht to review and comment

it accords with state regulatory
on the proposed project, seeing

Standards.

The federal Environmental Protection Agency must
proposal in its capacity as enforcer of the federal Clean Water
„ith its ambitious standard of ensuring "fishable, swimmable" waters
throughout the nation. The EPA has the legal duty and right to veto the
deposit of dredged material in inland water or wetlands if it dete
the dumping will have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water
supplies. Shellfish beds, fishing areas, and wildlife or recreational
areas The EPA must also assess the consequences of dumping dredged

it determines will have unacceptable adverse environmental consequences

U. see, e.g., the Anadromous Pish Conservation Act, 16 U.S.C. 757 et
seq.
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(National Research Council, 1986:84). The EPA is obligated to restrict

ocean dumping to sites it designates as acceptable. It is specifically

required to prohibit dumping of heavy metals and other potentially

toxic contaminants in sediment, unless it can be rapidly rendered

harmless by a "capping" process (ibid). All this, of course, requires

detailed analysis of the content of sediment, the planned method of

deposit, and its likely biological impacts, which in turn requires

modelling of water currents, aquatic life cycles in various habitats,

and to repeat these analyses for a variety of alternative disposal

sites.

No permit can be issued, moreover, unless the Corps receives a

certification from the state agency charged with protecting water

quality, indicating its view that the dredging and disposal will not

violate state regulations. Similarly, a permit is generally required

from the relevant state Coastal Zone Management Agency, which controls

land use projects. Including fill operations, at the water's edge, under

a legal mandate, In most cases, to ensure that economic development does

not overwhelm esthetic and recreational Interests.

The drive for synoptic or comprehensive consideration Is further

bolstered by legal requirements that the relevant studies and plans be

made available for public review, and that the Corps should conduct

public hearings In which the voices of locally affected Interests

Including municipal officials, commercial fishermen, neighborhood

groups, environmental advocates -- can be heard.

Finally, In a system that mistrusts Its bureaucrats, fearing they

will fall to conduct comprehensive, factually accurate, environmentally-

sensitive analyses, judges are given a powerful "fall-safe" role. Many
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environinental protection statutes provide that citizens, local

politicians, or environmental advocacy groups who feel the Corps or any

of the other relevant agencies have not fulfilled their statutory

responsibilities can seek judicial review before any additional steps

are taken. Not infrequently, therefore, federal and state courts are

called upon to review suspected weaknesses in environmental impact

analyses or alleged failures to consider relevant viewpoints. Even more

importantly, the threat of a court action constrains agencies involved

in the environmental analysis. As the National Research Council

observed:

"Objectors do not necessarily have to win in the
courts to win their point. If the courts provide
a vehicle for substantial delay and that delay
is costly to the proposers of the project, the
threat of going to court becomes a powerful
negotiating tool in the hands of objectors
...[I]t is an essential reality for all of the
participants in regulatory decision-making'
(National Research Council, 1985:89-90).

This legally-forced, multi-agency impact assessment structure

slows down the permitting process in several ways. First, it requires

1 3extensive scientific analyses of marine environments and sediments.

13 . To determine an appropriate ocean disposal site under section 102 of
the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act, for example, the
EPA must establish criteria which shall consider (but not be limited to)
the following factors:

"(A) The need for the proposed dumping,(B) The effect of such dumping on
human health and welfare, including economic, esthetic and recreational
values, (C) The effect of such dumping on fisheries resources, plankton,
fish, shellfish, wildlife, shore lines and beaches, (D) The effect of
such dumping on marine ecosystems, particularly with respect to (i) the
transfer, concentration and dispersion of such material and its
byproducts through biological, physical and chemical processes, (ii)
potential changes in marine ecosystem diversity, productivity, and
stability, and (iii) species and community population djmamics, (E) The
persistence and permanence of the effects of the dumping, (F) The effect
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Dredged material must be tested according to a number of different

protocols, to determine their likely affect on marine organisms and

water quality if disposed of in different locations and different

disposal methods. In addition, analyses must be performed on the dredged

area itself, shpwing how dredging will affect dispersal, bottom-dwelling

organisms and fisheries, and so on. These studies are both time-

consuming and costly. For one relatively small dredging project in

Boston Harbor, the cost of consulting contracts for environmental

testing and report writing represented approximately 25 percent of the

cost of the actual dredging and disposal (Childs & Porter, 1985). If a

new alternative disposal site is proposed, it can take months or even

years to analyze and compare it to others, and by that time it may be

objected that the studies of the original site are out of date.

Secondly, delay stems from fragmentation of responsibility. The

process entails submissions of voluminous impact reports and analyses of

dredged materials to numerous agencies, each with its own time-table,

forms of procedure, scientific standards, and statutory requirements

(Childs & Porter, 1985). Often Agency B is obligated to consider de novo

an environmental issue already ostensibly resolved by Agency A. The task

of coordinating the reviews of different bodies, each of whose "sign-

off" is essential, is inherently difficult. Agencies sometimes propose

different, even contradictory mitigation measures, at different times,

of dumping particular volumes and concentrations of such materials, (G)
Appropriate locations and methods of disposal or recycling, including
land-based alternatives and the probable impact of requiring use of such
alternative locations and methods upon considerations affecting the
public interest, (H) The effect on alternate uses of oceans, such as
scientific study, fishing, and other living resource exploitation, and
nonliving resource exploitation, (I) In designating recommended sites,
the [EPA] shall utilize wherever feasible locations beyond the edge of
the Continental Shelf."
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often so late as to require expensive project redesign (National

Research Council 1987:87). The "lateness" problem is compounded by the

funding shortfalls experienced by the different agencies, which may not

have adequate staff to handle the analysis required at the time

demanded. The National Research Council committee noted:

"Many agencies respond to requests for review of
permits by indicating that their resources
preclude a response at this time but they
reserve the right to respond later should they
identify significant potential consequences or
should they acquire additional funding. ...In
sum, a non-review ...is a door left open through
which a later modification may walk" (NRC,
1985:87)

Conversely, operating under a legal deadline, an agency may respond by

demanding more information and or more fully documented conclusions from

project sponsors, so that the information-generating and evaluation

process tends toward a litigation-like discovery process.

Thirdly, the threat of judicial review, as well as the somewhat

adversarial structure of the inter-agency review process, places an

enormous premium on thorough research -- exhaustive and solid enough to

hold up under rigorous cross-examination.^^ Models of aquatic and

biological impacts must be carefully constructed and validated.

. This "defensive scientism", as it might be called, is commonly
pointed out in cross-national comparisons of American regulatory
processes with equivalent processes in European nations, where
adversarial legal contestation and judicial review is rare
(Badaracco,1985; Coppock, 1985; Brickman et al 1985). Similarly, in
other American regulatory processes, researchers have concluded that the
prevalence or threat of judicial review and reversal slows down the
regulatory decisionmaking process, as regulatory officials commission
more thorough research, conduct more tests, in order to ensure that
regulations will be upheld in court (Mendeloff, 1987; Mashaw &
Harfst,1987).
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Scientific disputes must be resolved. More samples must be taken from

more points on the harbor floor or proposed disposal sites, taken to the

laboratory, and analyzed.All this "defensive science", of course,

takes up a great deal of both time and money.

But the goal of scientific certainty and perfect analysis is

ultimately unattainable, no matter what the expenditure or time period.

The dose-response curve is still unknown for many toxic chemicals

studied under controlled laboratory conditions, and is that much more

difficult to predict in diverse natural underwater habitats. Mitigation

projects often fail to produce their intended ecological effects (Wessel

&Hershman, 1988).^^ Environmentalists, faced with uncertainty, urge

adoption of assumptions that would provide a wide margin of safety. Port

environmental officers are inclined to suggest much more tolerant

assumptions. The choice must be essentially a political one.

Similarly, there is no known metric to resolve tradeoffs among

environmental and economic impacts. Nor is there a "scientific" answer

to the question of how many acres of new marshland in Site B will

. Currently, testing of dredged sediment samples follows a three-
tiered protocol. First, "elutriate testing' entails placing a sediment
sample in water and measuring which chemical compounds are "released
into the water column." Second, in "bioassay testing," samples are put
in tanks with marine organisms (fish, clams, larvae, etc) for a period
of weeks, and organism mortality is measured. Third, "bioaccumulation"
testing is similar to the bioassay, except that periodic samples are
taken of marine organism tissue and tested to see if any toxic substance
accumulates in the animal life after exposure to the sediments for given
time periods.

To compensate for sea grass areas filled in during a port expansion
project, the Port of Miami agreed to plant 251 acres of sea grass (which
is important to a variety of marine species) in other locations.
Replanted sea grass, however, often failed to survive. Finding
hospitable sites proved very difficult. Estimated planting costs rose
from less than $2000 per acre to $10,000 per acre, and total mitigation
project costs may reach $4 million (Wessel & Hershman, 1988).
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"mitigate" the effects of dumping dredged material on ocean bottom life

at Site A (see Wessel & Hershman, 1988). As a port authority attorney

complained, "We find ourselves negotiating how many marsh crabs will

compensate for each 1000 fewer deep sea mulluscs."

For all its detail and complexity, therefore, the law affords no

certainty for either applicants or officials.The ultimate decisions,

not surprisingly, are essentially political. After all the information,

studies, comments, and regulatory agency opinions have been received,

the Corps of Engineers , in making the crucial "public interest"

determination for issuing a dredging permit, is legally obligated to

carefully consider and weigh

"All factors which may be relevant to the
proposal ... including the cumulative effects
thereof: among those are conservation,
economics, aesthetics, general environmental
concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish
and wildlife values, flood hazards, land use,
navigation, shore erosion and accretion,
recreation, water supply and conservation, water
quality, energy needs, safety , food and fiber
production, mineral needs, considerations of
property ownership and,in general, the needs and
welfare of the people." 33 CFR sec. 320.4 (a)
(1).

Yet as the National Research Council committee on dredging pointed

out, there are "no professionally agreed upon, let alone politically

acceptable mechanisms for balancing so many competing apples and

oranges. The norm, then, appears to be that the Corps approves permits

when there are no significant objections and either denies them or does

A port engineer complained, "The permitting system can require
mitigation but there are no set procedures [or standards] as to how you
determinine how much mitigation ... or where it should be located (DOT,
1985:125).
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not ac them when there are significant objections" (National

Resear ouncil, 1985:88).

The "no significant objections" rule-of-thumb -- which really

means "no politically intense" objections, one suspects -- clearly

creates a political bias against the completion of dredging projects,

unless the objectors can be "bought off" with expensive mitigation

measures. Even then, the Corps of Engineers and the port authority

proposing the dredging cannot be sure every potential objector has been

satisfied, for each mitigation measure or relocation of a disposal site

can rouse new objections from new sets of neighbors or affected

interests. That prospect, along with the sources of delay and expense

listed above, is illustrated by the following case study, which

svunmarizes the struggle to complete a dredging plan for the Port of

Oakland's inner harbor.

A CASE STUDY: TRYING TO DEEPEN OAKLAND'S HARBOR^®

A. The First Fifteen Years: Congressional Funding.

In the 1970s, Port of Oakland officials, anticipating continued

growth in ship size, recognized the need to deepen its harbor in order

to remain competitive with deeper-draft Pacific Coast ports. In 1972, it

won apptoval from the House Committee on Public Works for a Corps of

18 . This account is based predominantly on the research of Linus
Masouredis, who pored through court papers, the Coirps of Engineers'
Environmental Impact Statement, and other documents. In addition, he
interviewed engineers at the Port of Oakland and the Corps, and
officials of the Bay Conservation and Development Commission. He also
provided many constructive substantive comments and corrections. Any
remaining errors or misinterpretations in this essay are solely my own.
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Engineers feasibility study for dredging the Outer Harbor. The study was

completed in 1977. The Corps completed the Environmental Impact

Statement (EIS) and submitted it to the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA) in 1981. The package was not transmitted to Congress until April,

1985.

By 1978, however. Congressional funding of rivers and harbors

projects had been stalled, the casualty of conflicbvbetween the

Presidency and the Congress over "pork barrel politics." The deadlock

was not fully resolved until enactment of the Water Resources

Development Act in 1986.

Meanwhile, in 1977, the Port had won House authorization of a

feasibility study for a project that called for deepening the Inner

Harbor from 35 to 42 feet. It was not until 1985 that the Corps

completed the feasibility study and the EIS. The Outer Harbor and Inner

Harbor projects were then combined. Congress authorized both in early

1987. Under new cost sharing rules, the federal government would bear 75

percent of the cost, the Port of Oakland 25 percent.

B. Escape from Alcatraz?

In 1986 and 1987, however, the Corps had started work on a

Supplemental EIS because of new concerns about the impact of disposing

dredged material in the originally-planned site --an area near Alcatraz

Island in San Francisco Bay. The Alcatraz site had been used for years

because its strong currents had swept dredged materials out of the Bay

through the Golden Gate. In the early 1980s,however, the Alcatraz site

had developed a "mounding problem," possibly due to changes in dredging
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19technology. As part of the Supplementary EIS ,the Corps undertook a

Zone of Siting Feasibility (ZSF) study to determine the extent to which

Alcatraz should continue to be a deposit site, and whether an open ocean

sites outside the Gate would be an environmentally preferable and

economically feasible alternative.

In its ZSF study, the Corps considered several alternatives:

(1) unrestricted disposal at Alcatraz of the entire 7 million

cubic yards of material to be dredged from the Oakland

harbor; the estimated cost would be $20 million;

(2) an open ocean site designated IM, 15.6 miles from the Golden

Gate, with a depth of 138 feet; in this option, with its

longer transit times for barges and waiting time for

dredging equipment, estimated costs would double, to $39

million;

(3) ocean site Bl, 30.4 miles from the Gate (but only 10 miles off

the San Mateo County coast), and 276 feet deep; costs would

soar to $54 million;

(4) a compromise involving "pre-dredging" Alcatraz by moving 2.7

million cubic yards of sediment there to ocean Site IM, and

19 . The reasons for (as well as the seriousness of) the mounding problem
were unclear. Some Corps officials attribute it to change in dredging
technology. Pursuant to the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1978, much actual
dredging was "privatized," with private contractors replacing the Corps
of Engineers. Industry officials contend this move accelerated
technological change in dredging, lowering dredging costs. Maintenance
dredging, for example, averaged $1.05 a cubic yard in 1987, precisely
the same amount as in 1978, which represents a significant reduction in
real terms (Murden, 1979:8). Large new "clamshell" machines, however,
scoop up and deposit dredged material in larger, less-easily disperse
chunks than older hydraulic suction dredging machines. By the mid-1980s,
the Corps insisted that all dredged materials dumped at Alcatraz had to
be mixed with water in a slurry and had to be dumped only at ebb tide.
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then dumping Oakland's 7 million cubic yards at Alcatraz;

this, it was estimated, would cost $28 million.

(5) The Corps rejected a potential very deep water ocean site, off

the Continental Shelf, but still further than Bl, on

economic grounds, although it had been endorsed by various

environmental protection agencies. Of 88 ocean disposal

sites around the country, the Corps' study noted, only five

were more than seven miles from shore. The number of closer-

in ocean sites was limited by the presence of busy shipping

lanes and the Farallones Islands Marine Sanctuary.

Although the Corps of Engineers staff in San Francisco reconnnended

the Bl site, regional officials rejected it as too expensive. The Corps'

Draft Supplementary EIS released in September 1987 recommended the "pre-

dredging Alcatraz" option.

C. Scientific Controversies.

The Corps' decision to forego off-the-continental shelf disposal

triggered a storm of protest from environmental agencies and private

groups, both in the newsmedia and in formal comments on the EIS. A

number of difficult-to-resolve scientific issues were raised.

First, state and federal wildlife agencies, state environmental

agencies, private environmental advocacy organizations and fishing

interests all argued that dumping large amounts of sediment at Alcatraz

would increase the circulation of silt, or turbidity, in the Bay,

harming fishery resources. But the Corps disputed the accuracy of a

state Department of Fish and Game study associating fish catch declines

with higher turbidity levels, noting that the study's data showed time
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periods when high rates of dumping at Alcatraz did not lead to higher

turbidity and that high fish catches sometimes occurred during high

turbidity periods. Turbidity, the Corps argued, stemmed mostly from

shifts in inflows from rivers and changes in wind and wave patterns, and

that fish catch declines stemmed from declining fresh water inflows as

more fresh river water is diverted from agricultural or urban use. The

resource agencies, in turn, argued that no one really understands Bay

sediment dynamics, but that dumping large amounts of material at

Alcatraz will surely have effects "at the margin", adversely affecting

an environmentally endangered estuary.

Disputes also arose concerning the possible toxicitv of sediments

to be dredged and dumped. Environmental agencies were concerned about

the likelihood the material, drawn from a heavily-trafficked

industrialized area, would contain heavy metals, petroleum compounds,

PCBs, and other toxic chemicals which, once disturbed, would be absorbed

by aquatic plants and animals and find their way into the food chain.

The EPA and the California Water Quality Board argued that the Corps had

taken too few samples throughout Oakland harbor and had avoided the

sites most likely to be contaminated, near the former Schnitzer Steel

company and Todd Shipyard. The Corps, in response, did further testing

around those sites and did find higher levels of contamination. It thus

revised its plan, requiring that sediment dredged from those sites be

taken to a special upland disposal area or, if placed in a marine site,

that they be 'capped' with clean material.

A more difficult controversy involved the testing method and the

interpretation of results. Testing is complicated and time-consuming ,

involving several methods for determining the extent to which sediment
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samples contaminate water, whether dissolved contaminants kill

laboratory organisms exposed to them over time, and whether contaminants

show up, over time, in the tissue of exposed organisms. The EPA

protested the Corps' refusal to adopt a newer, more sophisticated

testing method. The EPA also protested the Corps' conclusion that

although toxics did accumulate in higher amounts and mortality rates

were higher for organisms tested with Oakland sediments (as compared to

"reference sediments"), the levels were not so high that disposal would

be environmentally harmful.

Finally, resource agencies, fishing groups and environmentalists,

protesting the Corps refusal, on economic grounds, to endorse disposal

sites beyond the Continental Shelf, argued that more detailed baseline

studies and surveys were needed before any closer-in, shallower site

could be selected --an argument that the Corps disputed.

D. The Objectors' Legal Leverage.

The Corps and the Port of Oakland could not dismiss these

objections and controversies. The state agencies could legally block in-

20Bay disposal,'''^ and had threatened to do so. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, contending further studies were needed, refused to certify that

the plan was consistent with the provisions of the Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act. The EPA, whose permission was needed for ocean

disposal, refused to concur in use of the IM site (although it suggested

20 . Under federal law, no dredging permit could be issued unless the
state water quality board certified that dredging and disposal at
Alcatraz would not result in violations of state water quality
standards, and unless the Bay Development and Conservation Commission
certified that the proposal was consistent with the state coastal zone
management plan.
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it might allow immediate ocean dumping of the first 500,000 cubic yards

of the 7 million total, an amount that might be enough to enable

American President Lines new large ships to enter the Inner Harbor). An

environmental group (Citizens for a Better Environment -- CBE) had

retained a large San Francisco law firm and had commented ad^rersely on

the Supplementary EIS; the negative comments of the agencies were laying

the groundwork for a CBE lawsuit attacking the Corps' analysis.

The Port of Oakland, concerned that the controversy would block

dredging for an indefinite time and induce American President: Lines to

revoke its decision to make Oakland its first port of call fcr its new

large ships, convened several meetings in January, 1988, including

representatives from all the relevant agencies, plus seven etvironmental

and fishing organizations. The Corps, backed by Oakland's agreement to

pay the difference in cost, agreed to abandon disposal at Alcatraz in

favor of ocean site IM. But the Corp argued that its legal m4ndate to

seek the most efficient methods precluded it from endorsing disposal at

B1 or any farther out site, since it saw no environmental difference

that justified the greatly increased costs. EPA disagreed.

E. Political Compromise: The Project is Fragmented

In March, 1988, under pressure from Port of Oakland

summit meeting was held in Washington to resolve the differen

EPA and the Coirps. The disagreement, of course, was basically

of values, of whether it was worth it spend a lot more money

possible (but not readily determinable) environmental harms,

meeting, however, took the form of a "Technical Review Panel"

experts from both agencies were to review the scientific ques
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decide if IM or B1 was environmentally preferable. The panel decided it

couldn't tell. Hence it made a political decision: since there was

potential for greater conflict with fishery interests if IM were used

(that is, they were more likely to sue and delay the project), B1 should

be used for the first 500,000 cubic yards of dredged material from the

Inner Harbor (except for material from the Schnitzer Steel and Todd

Shipyard area), which would allow the channel to accommodate the first

larger ships.

Meanwhile, further testing and study should be precede a decision

concerning disposal of the remaining 6.5 million cubic yards. CBE and

the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen indicated that they endorsed

this settlement, and Port of Oakland officials proceeded to make

arrangements for the actual dredging and transport of sediment to the B1

site.

F- The Instability of Compromise in a Politically Fragmented System:

Interest Groups and Judicial Review.

In mid-April, 1988, however, a new objector appeared on the scene

- - the Half Moon Bay Fishermen's Marketing Association (HMBFMA),

alleging that the area around B1 was valuable fishing ground and that

their catch would be depleted by dtunping the dredged material there.

21 . An Army Corps of Engineers official has argued that "The area
affected by the disposal site is ... just one to two of 1,500 square
nautical miles of fishing territory. Any inconvenience is limited to a
minute percentage" (Mackowski, 1988:26). An HMBFMA spokesman, however,
3-tgued that currents will carry the dumped sediments more widely and
that the sediment will disrupt rich breeding grounds for fish and
shellfish. A spokesman for the Citizens for a Better Environment, which
earlier had accepted the B1 site, said that it would be better to take
the spoils over the continental shelf because 'You can;t assume any
place is safe." (Id at 27).
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Claiming they were not bound by the previous assent of the

Federation of Fishermens' Associations, the HMBFMA filed sui

the Corps of Engineers in federal court, arguing that the Suo

EIS concerning environmental impacts on B1 was inadequate;

selection violated the Marine Protection, Research and Sanctu

end that they (HMBFMA) had not had adequate notice and oppor

request a public hearing on use of the B1 site.

On May 5, the federal trial judge denied HMBFMA's requ

temporary restraining order stopping the dredging, which was

to begin. HMBFMA immediately appealed. The Ninth Circuit Cour

Appeals issued a restraining order pending hearing, but on

Court, despite expressing some misgivings about "omissions"

Corps' EIS analysis, denied all relief, dissolving the stop

the same day, Port officials ordered the dredging to commence

harassed by fishing boats, bafges dumped the first loads of

the B1 area.

In a political system with multiple court systems, how€

single court orders does not necessarily resolve a controver

16, Half Moon Bay fishermen dvunped a ton of fish heads at a

Oakland terminal (Mackowski, 1988). More significantly, on th

a Superior Court Judge for San Mateo County, acting in a suit

the Port of Oakland filed by the HMBFMA, the County of San Ma

the local state senator, issued a temporary restraining order

the dredging. The dredging permit had been issued, the court

without a requisite certification from the California Coasta

that the project was consistent with its plan for coastal dev
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o o

and activities. ^ On July 15, 1988, a state appellate court rejected the

Port's appeal challenging the legality of the lower court's restraining

order.

0. The Port of Oakland Finds a New Disposal Site.

By June, 1988 American President Lines' first C-10 ship. President

Truman, had come into service. It made its first call at Oakland, but

only after first unloading part of its cargo at Los Angeles and after

waiting for high tide. Port of Oakland officials, under increasing

pressure from APL and other shipping lines, had become desperate They

were still paying for the rental of expensive dredging equipment,

standing by in case the injunction should be lifted. They had expended

huge amounts on Sierra Nevada tunnels, larger cranes, and intermodal

transfer facilities in order to handle larger containerships as

as competing ports. They revised the dredging plan, settling

for a deepening only to 38 feet. In August, they announced a plan for

disposal of the first 440,000 cubic yards of dredged sediment at upland

sites in the Sacramento River Delta, where local reclamation officials

were eager to use it for diking material. It would cost the Port at

least an extra $2 million, as compared to taking it to Bl, said Port

officials.

22 . The Coastal Commission had long had notice of the project and had
not infomred the Port or the Corps that it thought "consistency review"
was legally required, and indeed, some correspondence indicated the
Commission staff had determined that the review was not required.

23 . Port of Oakland officials said that dumping the 440,000 cubic yards
at Alcatraz would have cost about $2 million, and at Bl, about $3.6
million. To take it to the Delta would cost between $1.75 and $2.5
million more than to Bl, according to one statement, and about twice the
cost of Bl, according to another. At Bl, each barge could have simply
dumped its contents. At the delta site, where the material is to be
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H. More Political Jurisdictions. More Laws. More Scientlflr.

Controversies. More Lawsulr.g

Despite early welcoming noises from the Sacramento Delt

however, that plan too soon became bogged down in regulatory

first, Port officials had to commission an environmental impec

(EIR) required by state law; the 400 page document was not co

'^ntil February, 1989. The EIR included the results of tests w

indicated the project would not significantly lower water qua

adversely affect the environment.^^ Then the public hearing a

process began. The Central Valley Regional Water Quality Con

from which a "waste discharge permit" was needed, demanded a4

tests, but ultimately, on July 12, 1989, voted to accept the

the Contra Costa Water District, downstream from the Delta d

site, expressed reservations. Its officials asserted that the

Oakland's EIR contained serious errors, including "incorrect

calculations", and said they were concerned that contaminants

levees such as heavy metals and salts would run off into the

waterways, violating water pollution discharge regulations (C

a area,

delays.
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I. The Gordian Knot Still Untied.

In early August, 1989, the Contra Costa Water District land the

Port of Oakland each filed lawsuits against the other. Each sought a

court decision on whether the Port's EIR concerning the Delta disposal

project is legally sufficient. As of January 1900, no decision or

placed behind levees, a clamshell crane must be used to remov
material from the barge (Mackowski, 1988b).

As of September, 1988, a Port of Oakland environmental en
claimed the Port has spent $400,000 on testing and analysis o
(Mackowski, 1988c).
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resolution had emerged concerning the disposal of the Phase I 440,000

cubic yards of material. American President Lines and Maersk Lines were

still compelled to reduce loads and time sailings to catch high tide,

both of which have costly impacts on train and ship schedules.

Meanwhile, the Port still had no place to deposit the remaining

6.5 million cubic yards called for by the full-scale harbor-deepening

project. Both the Corps of Engineers and EPA, strapped for funds, were

only preparing to conduct studies that would provide the basis for

designating a permanent ocean deposit site. EPA's announced deadline for

a decision is December, 1991.

Hoping to pressure EPA to approve a permanent ocean dumping site,

the state water quality control board for San Francisco Bay proposed

regulations prohibiting, as of January 1, 1990, deposit anywhere in the

Bay of any new dredge project spoils (as opposed to maintenance dredging

material). At the hearing, port officials asserted that many studies had

showed that dredged materials had not had significant long-term effects

on fish and wildlife values and that the relatively small volume of

Phase I dredged material, at a minimum, could safely be disposed of at

the Alcatraz site. State Fish and Game Agency biologists said the

opposite was true, and, together with several environmental groups,

asked for a complete prohibition of dumping in the Bay.

Deadlock thus continues in the courts, in the agencies, and in the

assessment of scientific evidence.
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VI

ASSESSING THE LEGAL PROCESS:

THE PREDOMINANCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL INTERESTS

The still unfinished Oakland harbor story is an extreme

suggesting an almost total breakdown of a hopelessly fragmen

governmental process. It is not always quite so bad. Some We

ports, such as Seattle and Tacoma, are blessed with naturallV

water. In many cases, ports have used dredged material as

construct new docks, creating new wetlands or fish habitats

compensate for the loss of aquatic habitat in the filled are

example:

* The Port of Los Angeles dredged and deepened its maj

and docks to 35-45 feet, using the dredged sedimk

expand existing dock areas; this project moved f

Congressional approval to project completion betj^i

and 1983.

* Within a few years, beginning in 1980, the Port of S

negotiated the regulatory maze and obtained perm:

project to use dredged material to fill in the w;

between two piers, although all did not go as pi

a lawsuit by a community organization claiming

Port's EIS failed to meet standards in the state

Environmental Policy Act, the Port prepared and

second EIS, agreeing to scale back the size of tl

area. Regulatory agencies insisted that, to comp

disruption of fish feeding areas, the port must
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shallow water salmon habitat at the terminal site and a

"deepwater fisheries enhancement reef" in an offshore

25
area. .

* The Port of Long Beach, in order to win approval of a massive

$80 million dredge and landfill project to expand its pier

area, has agreed to finance a $9 million project to restore

a long lost wetland on an off-site island.

* In 1981, in order to create container-storage space to

accommodate Sea-Land, a large ocean carrier, the Port of

Tacoma began to fill a 10 acre wetland site adjacent to the

Puyallop River near its mouth in Puget Sound, but separated

from the river by a dike. After a complaint from the

Puyallup Indian Tribe, the Corps of Engineers, which

regulated dredge and fill projects affecting wetlands,

ordered the Port to halt. The Port argued that the only

25 . The Port of Seattle permit also suggests one way around the ex ante
uncertainty concerning the extent to which chemicals from dredged
material will leach into waterways and affect marine life. In addition
to working out formal agreements with regulatory agencies concerning how
potential contaminants in the dredged landfill material would be
contained, the Port agreed to ex post monitoring; for five years, the
Port will study groundwater, surface water and the newly created fish
habitat -- at an estimated cost of $500,000.

26 . The mitigation project is designed to create an 116 acre wetlands
area in the Seal Island National Wildlife Refuge, formerly used as a
naval weapons station. The Port agreed to destroy roadways, open
waterflows, create ponds as habitats for fish and shorebirds (Mackowski,
1988c:22). The Port of Los Angeles, which has similar dredge and fill
plans, has extended its search for compensating areas to a degraded San
Diego County salt marshland, many miles to the south, which it has
offered to 'upgrade' at an estimated cost of $15-20 million. (The Los
Angeles project, however, has not yet negotiated many of the regulatory
hurdles; the Corps of Engineers has been working on its still
uncompleted cost-benefit analysis for three or four years and the EIS
has not been offered to regulatory agencies or advocacy groups for
comment).
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27

reason the site was a wetland was that the Corps

to maintain the dike. State environmental agenci

the Corps' position. Faced with the prospect of

Land, the Port proposed creation of a new 30 acr

site by piercing the dike half a mile upstream

1982 and November 1983, the mitigation terms wer

negotiated, now including a 12 acre tidal marsh

fill permit was issued in March 1984 and the new

was constructed. The new wetland was planted in

& Hershman, 1988).

Conceivably, as some charge, the Port of Oakland stale^nate

reflects a lesser degree of political skill and consensus building by

Port of Oakland officials, or environmental engineers who are more

confrontational than those in some other port authorities.^^

Organizational and political skills surely are necessary for port

authorities who hope to negotiate the regulatory maze (Boschken, 1988;

Hershman, 1988).

More important, however, are differences in the legal land

environmental obstacles faced by port managers. In contrast to Los

Angeles, Seattle and Long Beach, the Port of Oakland could njot use the

dredged material for landfill for new docks. It operates in a more

restrictive regulatory environment. The Bay Conservation andl Development

Commission, whose primary statutory mission is to preserve San Francisco

had failed

es supported

losing Sea-

e wetland

Between June

a

as well. The

port area

1986 (Wessel

. Herman Boschken's comparative study of major Pacific
authorities, based predominantly on the 1965-1980 period, ra
of Oakland organization as competent and forward-looking in
environmental issues (Boschken, 1988:99-100).

Coas t port
ted the Port

terms of
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Bay from further encroachment, has held the line quite firmly against

substantial fill projects (Van Seters, 1988; Foster, 1981).^® The

Oakland harbor dredge spoils, therefore, were akin to the New York City

garbage that was barged from harbor to harbor in search of a dumping

ground, encountering a chorus of "not in my back yard" wherever it went.

The Port of Oakland, unable to use its sediment for landfill, thus

encountered more extensive and intense political and environmental

opposition than some other port expansion plans.

All the projects, however, support the conclusions offered

earlier:

(1) the fragmented, analytically ambitious, legalistic regulatory

process gives very strong bargaining powers to environmental

agencies and advocacy organizations who seek to preserve

local amenities against threats, imminent or exaggerated,

posed by port expansion;

(2) the legally-imposed analytic process, designed to provide a

high level of assurance that possible adverse environmental

impacts are understood and evaluated, is extraordinarily

expensive and time-consuming.

In consequence, it might be argued, a third conclusion can be

drawn:

9 Q
. California's McAteer-Petris Act (1965) allows Bay fill permits, when

a very strong case can be made, for certain "water-oriented use"
projects, including ports. Nevertheless, the Port of Oakland, which
built its main container terminals via a massive fill project approved
just before the BCDC "moratorium on extensive development" came into
full effect (Boschken, 1988:100), has not constructed new terminal by
means of dredge and fill operations in the last 20 years.
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(3) the legal rules and decision-making process in eff

greater weight to local environmental and ameni

values than to the national (and regional) inter

efficient transportation systems.

Consider, for example, the fate of a determination by

Engineers that a dredging project would yield social benefit

ect give

ty-preserving

est in

the Corps of

s far

exceeding the economic costs. Those "benefits" presumably reflect the

wide-ranging effects of more efficient seaport operations: 1ower-cost

imports and exports, which benefit consumers, businesses anc. workers far

inland, as well as economic benefits for a variety of busine sses and

their employees in the port area who gain income from increased trade

volumes. Higher levels of employment and profit translate ir;to higher

tax revenues and both private and public expenditures on health,

education and welfare

Those benefits are accorded little or no weight, howe^j'er, by the

agencies entrusted with environmental protection. When a reg;ional water

quality board or the Fish and Wildlife Service determine wh€ ther a

dredging operation threatens such severe harm to mulluscs oi local

fisheries that the dredging should be stopped, pending furtier research

or construction of mitigating aquatic environments, the agercy is not

obligated (and may not be legally allowed) to consider the resulting

damage to the various human beneficiaries if the project is stalled.

Nor is the Corps of Engineers, despite its designatioA as "lead

agency," empowered to determine that the social benefits of going ahead

with the project outweigh the potential harms to the aquatii environment

and the costs of additional study. Under the current legal regime, any
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demonstrable harm to a marine environment (or any plausible, not-

disproved threat of harm), whatever its magnitude, gives rise to an at

least temporary regulatory veto. Potential environmental harm outweighs

any economic detriment suffered by unseen and unstudied inland human

beings as a result of the ensuing environmental research or search for

mitigation measures.

Similarly, the cost of environmental mitigation measures, such as

the $15 million the Port of Los Angeles is preparing to spend to

"upgrade" a marsh, is not compared with the social benefits of any

alternative use of that amount of money.Only the regulatory

representatives of bottom-dwelling aquatic organisms have a legal claim

on such funds.

This tilt toward environmental values prevails because the

regulatory system for port development does not in fact allow for a

"balancing" of environmental and developmental factors. Operationally,

the relevant statutes, taken together, provide a system of environmental

vetoes. Port development, however great the aggregate benefits, cannot

proceed if it results in substantial harm to water quality or marine

habitats. "Rights", as it were, to environmental maintenance, like the

29 . Commenting on the $4 million spent by the Port of Miami on ill-fated
mitigation measures (see n. 15, above), one analysis insisted, "It is
important to keep in mind that even ...$4 million is small in relation
to the total project cost of $500 million" (Wessel 6e Hershman,
1988:258). But that is like Gracie Allen telling George Burns not to be
angry about the parking ticket she got while shopping since it cost only
$8, a "bargain" compared to the $200 cost of the coat she purchased. The
ratio of mitigation costs to total project costs, while it may affect
the port authority's willingness to pay, is irrelevant from a public
policy standpoint. The question is whether the $4 million spent on the
sea-grass planting in question could have been put to a more socially
beneficial use by the governments that funded the project.
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irianindividual protections in the Bill of Rights, "trump" utilit

arguments for policies that would benefit the collectivity.

NEPA's EIS requirement and the comments by the various

groups are designed to foster multi-factor balancing. They s

supplement the conceptual narrowness of the Corps of Enginee

traditional cost-benefit analysis, which counts only direct

costs of the dredging project. The EIS process forces the Co

justifiably, to explore and take into account the environmen

well. Few would argue that the seas or coastal wetlands shoujl

blindly used as a dumping ground, without considering the im

marine habitats and future generations of human beings .

But as noted above, the Corps does not get to weigh th

of the environmental costs as against the social benefits of

(or the social costs of more research). The system insists o

comprehensive analysis but allows for no comprehensive decis

In the venerable American political tradition of mistrust of

governmental power, the Corps of Engineers, the most logical

to be the authoritative decision-maker for the public at

deemed sufficiently trustworthy to be given that power.

Rather, a wide variety of single-purpose regulatory

and sometimes the local courts -- are given the power to vet

decision that enough research has been done and the time has

move ahead. And in doing so, the environmental agencies have

incentive to consider the economic costs of their veto, espec

they are subject to being sued for dereliction of legal duty

certify a project as environmentally acceptable without scie

defensible supporting evidence. The result is a very "conse
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approach to estimating environmental risk. That is, there is a tendency

here, as in much regulatory decisionmaking ( Nichols 6e Zeckhauser,

1986), to "play it safe", using assumptions and formulae that tend to

exaggerate the probability, magnitude, and persistence of environmental

harm that may flow from planned dredging projects. The upshot,

according to a marine biologist in the Corps of Engineers, is that

because environmental protection agencies insist on extremely expensive

ways of disposing of dredged material, "We're often spending $1 for

environmental protection and getting about 15 cents worth of

environmental benefits."

Usually, the environmental agencies do not actually have to employ

their legal power to block the issuance of a dredging permit. More

typically, like the U.S. President's veto power, the mere signalling of

its possible use is enough to deter veto-prone decisions. Thus the time

and resources expended by ports and the Corps of Engineers on

environmental impact statements increase. Port authorities create larger

and larger specialized staffs of environmental engineers,^® who take

more samples, conduct more research, and keep in close touch with

regulatory officials, hoping to ensure that the Port's proposal, when

finally made, will satisfy its environmental overseers.

Significantly, port authorities seem to find it economically

worthwhile to pay for whatever additional costs and mitigation measures

30 . The Port of Los Angeles, for example, has at least 12 full-time
environmental scientists and engineers. In many ways, this is probably a
very good thing. Regulation works best when it compels regulated
entities to hire in-house "shadow regulatory bureaucracies" who
sensitize managers about the adverse environmental impacts of the
enterprise's activies and advise how to deal with them (Taylor,1984;
Bardach & Kagan, 1982).
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the environmental agencies demand, rather than deciding not

all. Thus, it might be argued, port development, even if del

decision-making process, usually does eventually move ahead.

Oakland, for example, can and will pay for expensive upland

long as it can keep APL and other large container-lines as

They in turn may help finance safer disposal measures by paj

port fees. As noted, technological improvements have reduce

charges as a proportion of total shipping costs, and rapid

in port is the chief competitive consideration.

Willingness and ability to pay, however, are not meast.;

social policy. Jack Benny's hesitation notwithstanding, most;

when forced at gunpoint to choose between their money and

willingly surrender their money. The ports and shipping com]

because their economic life is on the line. The issue is wh€i

legal arrangements that compel them to do so are socially hi.
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Many environmentalists and some regulatory officials \fould argue

that environmental interests in ecologically sensitive, scetjiic coastal

areas should trump economic values. According to a stringent:

environmental ethos, man's intrusion on coastal resources hi;

enough. Other species should not be sacrificed to man's que

gasoline, cheap garbage and sewage disposal sites, or, throilij
0 1

expansion, cheaper consumer goods. Adherents of this ethou

s gone far

for cheap

gh port

staunchly

sit

31 . Here is a typical formulation:

"If we do not recognize the intrinsic worth of other speciefj
become less than human. This argument was developed most elo
Aldo Leopold in his classic essay "The Land Ethic.' He cone
land ethic changes the role of Homo Sapiens from conqueror
community to plain member and citizen of it. It implies res
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oppose cost-benefit analysis, believing that in any multi-factor

balancing decision-making system, "soft", unquantifiable environmental

variables will be subordinated to more immediate demands for economic

32growth. They might point out that in public opinion polls, a majority

of Americans agree with the statement that when it comes to

environmental protection, 'requirements and standards cannot be too

high, and continuing environmental improvements must be made regardless

of cost." (Cairncross, 1989:3).

Despite the appeal of environmental rhetoric, however, most

governmental officials and, I suspect, most citizens, when confronted

with concrete policy decisions involving trade-offs between economic

welfare and natural preservation, would adopt a more flexible position.

They implicitly would endorse a less extreme environmental ethic, one

that, while sensitive to man's impact on ecosystems and the interests of

future human generations, would tolerate some environmental change in

order to enhance human welfare. Such an ethic would insist that socially

beneficial projects should not be stopped in order to prevent relatively

remote, minor, and uncertain environmental harms, or be held up for

years while research efforts designed to reduce that uncertainty slowly

move ahead. Such an ethic would recognize that economic innovations make

follow members ...' A workable land ethic requires ...that we
acknowledge the right of other species to continue their existence and
to do so in a natural state." (Roush, 1989:9-10) But see Schwartz, 1989,
for a critique of this ethic.

32 . For many years, the Corps of Engineers vas prone to exaggerate the
economic benefits of dredging projects (Ferejohn, 1974). By the 1960s,
dredge and fill operations were threatening to destroy San Francisco
Bay as an environment for aquatic life. On the other hand, that was
before since the enactment of the National Environmental Protection,
which compelled the Corps to build a staff of environmental scientists
(Taylor ), and other laws that gave the Corps specific environmental
protection responsibilities.
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societies richer, and that richer societies, not poorer ones

more in both human health and environmental protection.

From that perspective, the existing governance system

expansion seems too inflexible. To be sure, manj' port expans

eventually do move forward, but only at a very high cost in

legal contention. They move forward only on the basis of cos

mitigation measures, based on the lopsided premise that econ

development, however beneficial, can proceed only if produce

no net environmental harm.

The imbalance is rooted in a legal regime that establ

assymetrical incentives for the different actors in the deci

system. To refer again to the prisoner's dilemma metaphor,

a potentially huge penalty if they fail to cooperate with e

demands. They would lose business to deeper ports, but would

to pay their bondholders. They are virtually compelled to co

pay whatever mitigation bill is presented. Conversely, the e

protection agencies, bound by uncompromising statutes and

exposed to suits by private advocacy groups, can be penalized

compromise, acceding to development before all environmental

been resolved.

Moreover, the law places the burden of delay on the po

the environmental agencies. In a technologically dymamic wor

status quo in the harbor, which cannot be changed until all

hurdles are leapt, is unacceptable to the ports and to their

The environmental agencies and advocacy groups, on the other

generally are quite satisfied with maintaining the status

litigation if necessary, while research continues. Whereas t
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system empowers them to raise and sustain environmentally important

objections to port development, it also empowers them to raise and

sustain costly objections of questionable environmental importance.

VII

REGIONAL PLANNING AND THE PREDOMINANCE OF LOCAL INTERESTS

Port and shipping interests, as well as thoughtful regulators,

recognize the difficulties that flow from the fragmentation of power and

the tendency of each single purpose agency to magnify the particular

threats it is established to deal with. The most commonly proposed

remedy is comprehensive regional planning.

"Recriminations do not dredge harbors," an EPA official lectured

the delegates to a convention of port officials (McGovern, 1988). What

is needed, he said, were long term water resource management plans for

each major harbor area. Plans should be formulated that project the

need, volume and nature of dredging over long periods of time in the

whole estuarine area. Agencies, environmental groups, port officials,

dredging companies, municipal sewage plant and water supply officials,

farming and fishing interests should "forge partnerships" to develop

better models of environmental conditions and risks, agree upon

standards for sediments and techniques of measurement, and settle upon

permanent sites for deposit of different categories of dredged

materials. In a single oral paragraph, describing the type of planning

he thought essential, he used the word "comprehensive" seven times, and

"balanced' and "coordination" almost as often.

A legal basis for comprehensive planning authority is provided by

the National Estuary Program, under which states or multi-state agencies
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receive federal grants for comprehensive assessment of the environmental

trends and problems in the estuarine region. Each designated estuary

would have a new governmental body (appointed by the state governor or

governors) in which affected interests can review data and negotiate

standards that strike an acceptable balance between economic

and commercial uses of the waters, on the one hand, and envi

development

ronmental

needs on the other. Using those standards, the estuary management body

would formulate a "Comprehensive Conservation and Management

monitor enforcement of implementing guidelines by local and

agencies (Gilbert-Bugbee, 1989; Lee,1989).

It is difficult to deny that some efforts at coordinat

highly desirable in this field. Increasingly, politically se

authorities in the same harbor or estuary -- such as Long Beach and Los

Angeles, Seattle and Tacoma -- are coordinating their development and

33dredging plans.-'-' The San Francisco District of the Corps of

says it is compiling a Dredged Material Disposal Management

which in turn will establish a Long-Term Management Strategy

disposal of sediments from the Bay region over the 1992-2017

(Salzano, 1989:15). But there is also reason for skepticism.

First, planning takes time and money. If dredging is put on hold

all interests have been heard from and all relevant re

water flows, ecological systems, sedimentary chemistry has b

and completed, the nation's dredging machinery is likely to

The crucial question is whether planning officials are willi

Plan" and

state

ion would be

parate port

Engineers

Program

(LTMS) for

period

search on

een funded

rust away,

ng to

33 . Similarly, six San Francisco Bay ports jointly formulate
development plan, with participation by ocean carriers, envi
groups, and the Bay Conservation and Development Commission
1988b:115).
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formulate a plan that consciously tolerates or risks some unforeseen

environmental damage, rather than waiting for complete information.

That, in turn, depends on the balance of values and power in the

planning body.^^

Secondly, the implementation of regional plans takes power. Even

if they seek a compromise between economic growth and environmental

protection, they can succeed only if local governmental entities and

special regulatory bodies are compelled to adhere to the decisions of

the comprehensive planning body. But the American legal and political

system makes that difficult indeed. Whatever a regional planning body

desires, special purpose regulatory agencies are still bound to insist

on conformance with the legal standards articulated in state and federal

water quality, fisheries and species protection laws. One question,

therefore, is whether special purpose environmental agencies, when

Participating in the regional'plan-formulation process, can -- much less

will -- compromise vis-a-vis developmental and economic interests. If

not, regional comprehensive planning will add another bureaucratic layer

to the permitting process rather than consolidating it.

Third, regional planning bodies for particular estuaries would

seem likely to favor regional interests in environmental protection over

3 /
. In the last few decades, the creation of regional bodies to regulate

land use generally has resulted in a bias toward tougher environmental
standards, rather than toward pro-economic development policies. In
California, regional land use regulatory bodies, such as the Bay
Conservation and Development Commission and the Coastal Commission, are
empowered to veto pro-development decisions by municipalities, but do
not have the power to compel muncipalities to accept regionally valuable
development projects that the locality rejects on 'not-in-my-backyard'
environmental grounds. For an insightful study of the political dynamics
of the Delaware River Basin regional body, see Ackerman et al, 1974.
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interests in port expansion, whose prime beneficiaries are iijland

businesses, workers and consumers.

For example, as noted earlier, the Port of Seattle's minager for

environmental affairs has asked, "Is there life for the dredging

industry after the Puget Sound Plan?" (Aggerholm, 1989) The

comprehensive agency for the Sound, he noted, accepted EPA p

a "zero risk" or "zero tolerance' standard for water quality

new

::essures for

risks due

to dredging and disposal. The new agency formulated standard^ for both

inland and open water disposal based on the assumption that t^diments

containing certain chemicals in certain concentrations will always have

adverse affects on aquatic or terrestrial organisms -- regardless of

local water flow and dispersal effects. "In our view," the Seattle

official said, "the costs involved [$100 a cubic yard] will bffectively

preclude upland disposal" (Id at 104), while vastly increasi|ig the costs

and time-period for finding safe deep-water sites.

In essence, the Port of Seattle official concluded, the regional

agency decision process did not seriously undertake to balanlce

"environmental, social and economic costs and benefits." Under political

pressure to come up with a plan, standards were developed despite

unresolved technical and economic issues, and agency officials

"definitely don't have the vaguest idea of how much of any of this is

likely to cost , nor do they seem concerned." (Id at 107)

Indeed, why should local decision-makers be concerned, given the

incentive structure they face? Local publics, at least in rdasonably

well-off metropolitan areas such as Seattle/Tacoma, the San Francisco

Bay Area, and Los Angeles, care deeply about local environmental

amenities. For the most part, they would feel no loss if laiger ships
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decided to call at ports outside their region. Many local politicians

would like to see valuable waterfront land available for local

commercial, job-intensive enterprises, such as convention hotels and

restaurants. Officials can be sued for violating environmental laws, but

not for setting environmental standards "too high."

Given these incentives, it is not surprising that a number of port

authorities on the lower Columbia River suspect that if the basin

becomes a designated national estuary and comprehensive planning is

initiated, the process of obtaining dredging permits will become even

longer and disposal requirements more stringent and costly (Gilbert-

Bugbee, 1989).^^ Port of Oakland officials hope to change those

incentives. They recently pledged financial support for an organization

designed help teach the area's population that the failure of the port

to meet their clients' needs will cause local economic losses. A Corps

of Engineers official was quoted as saying the dredge disposal problem

"comes down to a misunderstanding on the part of the public" and that

the Corps should "do a much better job with public education." (Salzano,

1989:15).

But as long as the benefits provided by ports are, for the most

part, distributed diffusely throughout the nation as a whole, while

decision-making on port development and water quality remains local,

fragmented and legalistic, environmental values are likely to

predominate. Hence the dredging dilemma is not likely to become less

time-consuming and costly to resolve.

. In November, 1989, the Governors of Oregon and Washington announced
that they had decided not to nominate the Columbia River for
participation in the federal estuary program.
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VIII

CONCLUSION

The existing American system for balancing transportat:.on and

environmental values raised by seaport expansion plans is cvuibersome,

fragmented, adversarial, legalistic, time-consuming and cost!.y. In

practice, it tilts toward environmental and local values, rather than

toward national interests in better transportation and its promise of

widely diffused welfare gains. The tilt arises because the l(5gal

structure provides few incentives to negotiate balanced compromises

between economic and environmental values. Detailed statutesL calling

for a high level of scientific precision, give single-purpos

environmental protection agencies the power and reponsibility to veto

dredging and disposal plans unless they demonstrably have no

environmental impact. Given the inevitable uncertainties in

significant

that regard,

dredging and disposal plans can be blocked until further time-consuming

research is done or until extensive "mitigation" projects are funded,

creating new wetlands and other aquatic habitats that will "Icompensate"

for those disturbed by dredging, disposal and landfill operations.

This legal structure creates a prisoner's dilemma situation, in

which adversarial posturing and legal conflict are more likely than

cooperation. The major governmental agencies cannot simply meet and

negotiate binding non-legalistic compromises on scientific, technical,

procedural and political issues surrounding major harbor expansion

projects. Rather, the legal system is premised on distrust of behind-

the-scenes negotiation. Instead, it encourages formal advocacy.

Decisions must be based on a public record that carefully re ports and
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responds to potential environmental objections. To that end,

environmental agencies are obligated to take formal positions on

potential environmental threats posed by development plans. Looking over

the agencies' shoulders are private environmental organizations, legally

empowered to review the relevant data and to initiate court actions

protesting governmental failure to conduct scientifically and legally

adequate studies and reviews. Accordingly, the environmental agencies

have little incentive to compromise.

On the other hand, local ports and the Corps of Engineers, who

face the pressure of shipping interests for adequate port facilities, at

first resist stringent environmental regulatory demands, making legal

and scientific arguments of their own. But they often end up acceding to

expensive disposal and mitigation measures (including some they feel

unjustified) so as to be able to move ahead.

Cooperative, non-adversarial, and reasonably prompt negotiated

solutions also are difficult to bring about because of the multiplicity

of actors involved in America's fragmented political process. As the

Port of Oakland case study indicated, attempts at negotiated plans can

break down because any private group, municipality or politician who was

not included in the negotiation can resort to court action to protest

the settlement.

Finally, based on the track record in recent years, regional

planning bodies, which in principle might bring all the contending local

and ideological interests together, are not likely to have the

resources, the power over recalcitrant local interests, or the political

incentives to make and fulfill plans that give adequate weight to the
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national interest in infra-structural development (as opposec to local

interests preservation or nhancement of environmental amenities).

Are there less contentious and costly ways to reconcile^ economic

and environmental values? American shipping industry officieils believe

that in other trading nations with major ports -- such as Japan, Hong

Kong, The Netherlands, and West Germany -- dredging and port expansion

plans tend to move ahead more rapidly and, while not oblivio\is to

environmental issues, with greater attentiveness to national economic

concerns. Written accounts of port planning in such countries are not

readily available, and it is difficult to specify the degree to which

those nations, in attempting to balance economic and environiiental

values, make compromises that Americans would find unaccepta]>le.The

ci^itical issue is whether their decision-making processes provide some

insight into how a more cooperative and expeditious method of making

regulatory decisions might operate.

36 . I have spoken with port officials in Rotterdam and Hong
could give specific examples of how environmental activism

:Cong. Both
his compelled

irch onreadjustment of port expansion plans and more intensive rese
environmental consequences of dredging. I suspect, but canno
demonstrate, that environmental protection measures in Rottetdam
approach (but do not match) those of the U.S. in stringency. Dredged
sediment from the harbor is known to contain toxic chemicals, home by
the fast-moving Rhine River from industrial areas of Germany and
precipitated in the lowlands at Rotterdam. At great expense, the Dutch
barge the sediments many miles to a special containment area at the edge
of the North Sea. On the other hand, in the 1960s a wildlife sanctuary
was sacrificed to make way for port expansion, over considerable popular
protest, and urgent port expansion projects continue to move ahead with
reasonable speed when transportation planners deem it urgent

The same is true, perhaps moreso, in Japan and in Hong Kong,
interviewed a Hong Kong port engineer who had done some envi
studies in connection with recent container-terminal expansi
Chung. After spending almost a month at the Port of Long Bea
with their engineers, he expressed amazement at the level of
environmental research, mitigation expenditures, and overall
accorded environmental concerns there.
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One clue is provided by cross-national studies of other kinds of

regulatory decision-making, such as efforts to control human exposure to

carcinogens and other dangerous chemicals. Brickman et al (1985)

compared American regulatory rule-making for various chemicals in the

U.S., Great Britain, West Germany and France. Badaracco (1986) compared

the efforts of the U.S., Great Britain, West Germany, France, and Japan

to reduce exposures to polyvinyl chloride after Goodyear Corp. announced

that it apparently had caused liver cancer in some of its workers. The

regulatory standards promulgated in all countries, both studies showed,

were remarkably similar in stringency. But in every case, the American

decision-making system was characterized as far more adversarial,

legalistic, divisive, and costly. American regulatory officials were

buffeted by a conflicting array of legislative and executive branch

overseers, private interest groups, and pro-regulatory advocacy

organizations. The prospect of legal contestation and judicial review

drove them into a defensive decision-making mode, in which every

decision had to be fortified by "objective" scientific evidence and

legal justification, all of which which slowed the whole process down,

sometimes delaying needed protections. The European policy-making and

implementation systems were more cooperative. In seeking to explain why,

three important factors emerge from the comparative studies:

Legal Discretion. In balancing economic and interests with

protection of human health, governmental officials in the

other nations were far less closely constrained by highly-

detailed environmental statutes, enforceable in court by

private advocacy groups. They had authority to meet in

private with a limited number of representatives of
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organizations advocating strict regulation, as w«sll as with

industr .d governmental scientists. Lawyers weire not to be

seen.

Decision-making Authoritv. The lead government agency ^ad final

authority to balance competing considerations ani make a

definitive decision. Its decision was not reversible by a

court.

Controlled Participation. Affected interest groups (industry,

labor, environmentalists) played a strong partic

in policy-formulation. Through a variety of corporatist

mechanisms, a small, stable cadre of qualified Interest

group representatives regularly consulted with governmental

officials. Because Interest groups themselves teided to be

organized In coalitions, their representatives could

effectively bind member groups In compromise policy

37
agreements.

Broad legal discretion, definitive administrative authority, and

^^'^brolled, regular participation all combined to encourage

Lpatory role

:ooperatlon.

With one definitive governmental decision-maker, Interest group

representatives were compelled to come to an agreement, or risk an

unappealable hierarchical decision. In terms of the prisoner's dilemma

metaphor, "defection" (or refusal to compromise) was risky. Yet because

group representatives Interacted regularly, over long periods of time

and on a range of Issues, In an Informal but Institutionalized format.

of the Half

an agreed

37 . Compare, In the Port of Oakland case study, the refusal
Moon Bay Fishermen's Association to recognize as binding a
to by the Pacific Coast Fishermen's Association.

Pl
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the conditions were created for mutual trust and accommodation. The

adversarial position-taking, defensive science, and defensive rule-

following characteristic of the American regulatory process simply were

not called for.

In principle, similar institutional mechanisms would promote a

more cooperative style of policy-making in American harbor development.

If a national super-agency, adequately staffed with respected officials,

were given broad statutory discretion to balance economic and

environmental considerations in licensing dredge and fill operations; if

its decisions were binding on local land use and environmental

regulatory agencies; if courts were generally deferential to its

procedural and substantive decisions; if it established regularized

research-commissioning, scientific evaluation, and policy-related

consultative mechanisms with a small number of representatives of

environmental, fishing, shipping and port management bodies; then one

could imagine a more expeditious, rational, satisfactory decision-making

system.

Merely to list that parade of "ifs", however, suggests just how

much legal and political change would be required and how unlikely it

would seem to be. It would entail a radical departure from the American

political tradition, its pervasive mistrust of centralized power, and

its determined reliance on citizen-invoked legal rights to prevent

subordination of minority interests to the collective will.

Moreover, even corporatist-style regulatory cooperation, as

Badaracco (1986) emphasizes, works only when there is a reasonable

amount of consensus on governmental ends, when disagreements are mostly

about means or matters of degree. One can imagine that occurring with
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respect to port development in Kobe, Hong Kong, or Rotterdam

ports in nations that are deeply dependent on international

national policymakers and popular opinion consciously value

internationally competitive, capacious, efficient ports. But

-- major

:rade, where

that kind

of consensus is more elusive in the huge, economically inwari-looking

United States -- where foreign trade issues play a smaller political

role; where few citizens, including intellectuals and governnental

officials, have much consciousness of the social functions of seaports

or care much about their efficiency; where a more radical environmental

ethos prevails in many politically powerful quarters; and whore, on a

rich continent with many seaports, local opinion, bolstered

traditions of local home rule, is more likely to prefer that dredging

which roils the local waters should occur somewhere else.

So deep, in fact, are American traditions of local resli

legal contestion, and mistrust of governmental power that it

totally quixotic to hope for a more consensual and cooperativ^e system

for reconciling economic and environmental values. The dredging dilemma

is just one example. Similar legal conflicts deadlock process

building urban highways, developing offshore oil resources.

by

istance,

seems

ses for

burying

nuclear and chemical wastes, and disposing of municipal garbage (see

O'Hare 6e Bacow, 1983). It might be too pessimistic, however,

observe, that good will sometimes transcends institutional o

to fail to

Dstacles,

and severe deadlock sometimes engenders good will. Experiments in

environmental mediation and policy-making constantly recur, sometimes

successfully (Reich, 1985; Susskind 6c McMahon, 1985). Visiblle conflict

and scandalously inefficient regulatory results sometimes stimulate

political efforts to amend deadlock-producing laws. And in an era in
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which active govermiental efforts are so obviously needed to solve basic

infra-structural and environmental problems, imagining alternatives to

our intensely adversarial legal and political institutions may be

somewhat less quixotic an enterprise than it first appears.
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